-tokyo.ac.jp, WWW:http://www.okabe.rcast.u-tokyo.ac.jp/-shibata/HomePage.html ABSTRACT Our visual system has many interesting abilities like vestibulo-ocular reflex. These abilities are helpful for us to perceive the environment effectively and often have adaptability to the environment. On the other way, LSSI (Local Sensory Signals Integration) learning base on the smoothness of the relation between the spatial and temporal information, has been already proposed. In this paper. some computational learning models, each of which is extension of the LSSI learning: are proposed. Some of the abilities of our visual system, those are head invariant perception, vestibulo-ocular reflex and smooth pursuit eye movements, are tried to be explained by those models. Basic functions are realized in some simulations using those models.
INTRODUCTION
Local sensory signals can be integrated into one analog signal by a learning without any supervisor signals based on the temporal smoothness assumption. The assumption is that the object in our world usually moves only smoothly. Under this assumption, an output of a neural network, which gets input signals from local visual sensors as shown in Fig. 1 , becomes to represent the object location. The necessary condition is that an object moves smoothly within a visual field and the output of the neural network learns to be smooth as time goes
This learning is called LSSI (Local Sensory Signals Integration) learning.
On the other way, our visual system has some interesting abilities like vestibulo-ocular reflex []] . The authors think that LSSI leaning is so important for creatures to extract useful information from sensor signals and creatures form these abilities to help the LSSI learning. These abilities can be formed by some models based on the LSSI learning.
LSSI (Local Sensory Signals Integration) LEARN I N G
The LSSI (Local Sensory Signals Integration) learning is explained in the system as shown in Fig. 1 . Every input neuron of the neural network gets signal from each corresponding retinal neuron. When an object moves continuously and smoothly as time goes by, the output of each retinal neuron may change as shown in Fig. 2 (a) .
If appropriate connections are established in the neural network, the output may become as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . Such connections must be established by learning to make the output change smoothly along time.
By this learning we can obtain the output representing the object location as shown in Fig. 2 (c) .
Two kinds of leaning are employed in the LSSI learning. One of them is Smoothing Learning that is based on the temporal smoothing assumption. In this learning, to make the output smooth along time, where we use sigmoid as the output function whose value range is from 0.1 to 0.9. These supervisor signals can be created automatically and the neural network learns only one iteration according to the conventional supervised learning algorithm.
Details of this learning can be found in [4] . By this learning, the output becomes to have an extent of value range from 0.1 to 0.9, and one-to-one correspondence between the output and the object location can be realized. It can be said that the object location can be extracted by learning without any external supervisor signals.
Here Error Back: Propagation learning algorithm [3] is employed.
THREE MODELS AND SIMULATIONS

Head (eye) invariant perception model
First a head (eye) invariant perception model is described. Our living creature can perceive a correct location of an object even if the head or eye moves.
Following is described about the case of the head movements. However, because the LSSI learning has no way to know the head location, it cannot compensate the head's location. Then the head's location is added to the input of the neural network together with the retinal signals loc Fig. 6 The output of the neural network corresponding to the object location when the location input was fixed to be zero.
as shown in Fig. 3 . In this case, the relative location from the eye to the object, on which the retinal image depends, is the sum of the head location and the object location as shown in Fig. 4 . If the head movements are independent of the object motion, the head movements affect the retinal signals as a noise. The output of the neural network will not be smooth without compensation by the head location.
Then through the LSSI learning, the neural network becomes to reduce the effect of the head movements using the head location input and the head location is expected to be compensated.
In the simulation of this model, the head location is made from random number as a typical example of an independent value of the object location. The number of the retinal neuron is 30 and the width of one retina is 1 .O. The object size is 2.5 and the amplitude of the simple oscillation is 9.75. The center of the oscillation is the center of the retina. The range of head location is from -4.0 to 4.0. Then the eye can always catch the whole object. In all the following simulation, the same condition is employed except for the amplitude. Figure 5 shows the output corresponding to the object location. Even if the head locations are varied, the relation between output of the neural network and the object location has almost one-to-one correspondence. However, if the head location input to the neural network is fixed to be 0, one-to-one correspondence between the output and the object location cannot be realized as shown in Fig. 6. 
Vestibulo-ocular reflex model
Vestibulo-ocular reflex serves to maintain clear vision and is thought to be useful for our stable perception of the environment. It is confirmed that the vestibulo-ocular reflex can adapt the environment. When the retinal image is laterally inverted, left to right. by wearing some optical devices, the gain of the vestibulo-ocular reflex is declined[lI. That means this reflex can be formed by some learning.
In order to calculate the eye location from the head location, the eye movement neural is added to the LSSI learning system as shown in Fig. 7 . In this case, the relative location from the eye to the object is the sum of the object location, the head location and the eye location as shown in Fig. 8 . Here the head location is decided using a random number and the output of the eye movement neural network is calculated. The eye moves according to the sum of the 'output and a random number m d . Then the eye movement neural netw'ork is trained by the signal representing the smoothness of the output of the original LSSI learning neural network. The signal r is (4) where x, : the output of the original LSSI neural network and make a role of reinforcement (punishment) signal.
The supervisor signal s2 is
where n, : the output of the eye movement neural network, rnd : random number added to the output of the eye movement neural network and A r : change of the reinforcement signal r comparing with that at the last time.
In the simulation of this model, the same conditions are employed as the previous simulation.
The output range of the eye movement neural network, from 0.0 to 0.1, is expanded to the eye location range, from -4.0 eye movement net The structure of vestibulo-ocular reflex model One neural net calculate output from the visual sensor signals and the other neural net calculate eye location from head location.
The eye location is trained by the reinforcement learning in which the reinforcement signal is the degree of smoothness of the first neural network. obiect location I retina object location : simply oscillated head location : randomly chosen eye location : decided by the eye motion net Fig. 8 Relation between retina and object in the vestibulo-ocular reflex model to 4.0. Figure 9 shows the output of the original LSSI neural network corresponding to the object location. Figure 10 shows the output of the same neural network when the eye location is fixed to be 0 not depending on the output of the eye movement neural network. Same as the previous simulation, it is noticed that the one-toone correspondence can be realized by the eye's compensatory movements even if the head locations are varied. Figure 1 1 shows the eye location calculated in the eye movement neural network, corresponding to the head location. The eye location is almost opposite from the head location not depending on the object location.
0.0 Fig. 9 The output of Fig. 10 The output of the neural Fig. 11 The eye location that was the neural network network corresponding to the one of the outputs of the corresponding to object 1oca.tion when the eye neural network corresponding the object location location was fixed to be zero. to the head location 
Smooth Pursuit Eye Movements Model
Lastly smooth pursuit eye movements model is mentioned. Smooth pursuit eye movements allow continuous, clear vision of objects moving within the visual erwironment [2] . The conventional LSSI learning model cannot perceive and learn the object location when the object disappears from the visual fieldt4I. Then a model that the system tries to avoid disappearing of the object by moving the eye is proposed. The hypothesis that the visual system becomes to get the change of environment effectively by learning, is set up here. Under this hypothesis it is tried to be confirmed if the eye can pursue the moving object through learning. Figure 12 shows the structure of the system. The inputs of the neural network are the retinal signals and eye location. The number of the output neurons is three. One of them is applied LSSI learning and expected to represent the object location. Another is trained to be close to the absolute value of the derivative of the firsit output neuron and also trained to be smooth along time. Then the supervisor signal of the second output neuron is -s*(t) = (sl(2) + 9 . s2(t)}/ 10 sl(t)=1.6/{1+exp(-I: 2 I / 12 2 b -0~
Here s l means the normalized derivative of the first output neuron and s2 means smoothness of the second output itself. dr is the temporal average of 2 . The last output neuron is trained from the value of the second output neuron. A random number is added to the output of the last output neuron and the supervisor signal is
This means that the output of the second output neuron is the reinforcement signal for the third output neuron. If the object completely disappears from the visual field, the output of the second output is close to be zero, because the eye cannot see anything. In this simulation, the object simply oscillates same as the other simulations. However the amplitude of the oscillation is so large that the object disappears from the visual field if the eye is fixed in the center. The amplitude Fig. 12 The system of pursuing model. A neural net calculate output from the visual sensor signals and eye location. The eye moves according to the last (eye-loc) output. of the object oscillation is 25.75, and the movable range of the eye is from -15.0 to 15.0. So, when the relative location is larger than 16.25 or smaller than -16.25, the object disappears out of the visual field. Figure 13 shows the each output of the neural network corresponding to the object location when the object is simply oscillating. In the output 1, one-to-one correspondence between object location and the output can be realized. The output 2 is small when the object exists close to the edge of the visual field and is large in the center. The output 3 that means normalized (the eye location * -1) is large if the object location is large.
Here when the output 3 is 0.5, the eye is in the center. Figure 14 shows the object location, the eye location and the relative location from the eye to the object. From this figure. when the object is disappearing from the edge of the visual field, the eye pursues the object and avoids that the object disappears. However, the eye does not always catch the object in the center. If the density of the retina is not uniform and is larger in the center of the retina, the eye is thought to catch the object closer to the center than this simulation. Figure 15 shows the change of the retinal images depending on the eye movements when the object is fixed. Three cases those are different in the combination of the initial eye and object location are drawn. By seeing the black and gray rectangles in this figure. we can notice that the eye moves to the same location. And values of the outputl, that is expected to represent the object location, are the same, By seeing the black and striped rectangles. we different, the final retinal images are different. even though the initial retinal images are the same.
The retinal images depend on the relative locations from the eye to the object. Furthermore the values of outputl do not object-loc object-loc depend on the eye locations but almost only Fig. 14 The eye motion and the depend on the object locations. That means corresponding to relative location from the eye the eye location invariant perception also can to the object corresponding to the absolute object location be realized in some degree by this model. Fig. 15 The eye motion when the object is fixed. Even if the initial eye location is different, the eye move to the same location if the absolute object location is the same.
CQNCLUSIQN
Computational learning models extended from LSSI (Local Sensory Signals Integration) learning for explaining our visual abilities, those are head invariant perception. vestibulo-ocular reflex and smooth pursuit eye movements, have been proposed. In some simple simulations, these abilities could be explained. Acquisition of these abilities by learning could also explain the adaptability in our visual system. This results suggest that the LSSI learning based on the temporal smoothness of the spatial information is important for our living creatures.
